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Jon Hudson, lead investigator for the Department of Homeland Security's Fusion Center-P,
thinks his job is a joke. While other Fusion Centers focus on thwarting terrorist activity, Hudson's
division is tasked with handling paranormal threats to national security, of which there have been
zero during his years at the DHS. When yet another Sasquatch sighting leads to a research
facility disguised as an abandoned Nike missile site in the back woods of Maine, Hudson's job
becomes deadly serious.Hudson and the local Sheriff, Ashley Collins, suddenly find themselves
on the run from a ruthless ex-Special Forces security team, but the human threat is short-lived
as something very much not-human destroys the facility and heads for civilization, leaving only a
single clue behind—a name scrawled in blood: Nemesis. Working with his team at Fusion
Center-P, Sheriff Collins, and a surly helicopter pilot named Woodstock, Hudson pursues the
creature known as Nemesis, attempts to uncover the corporate secrets behind its creation and
accidental release, and tries to comprehend why several clues lead to a murdered little girl
named Maigo.But as the body-count explodes, along with the monster's size, it quickly becomes
clear that nothing short of a full military response can slow Nemesis's progress. Coordinating
with every branch of the U.S. military, Hudson simultaneously searches for clues about
Nemesis's origins and motivations, and leads the counterattack that will hopefully stop the
monster before it reaches Boston and its one million residents.Witness the birth of a legend as
Jeremy Robinson, #1 Audible and New York Times bestselling author of The Dark and Exo-
Hunter, combines the pacing of Matthew Reilly with the mystery of James Rollins and creates
the first iconic American Kaiju story since King Kong. PRAISE FOR JEREMY
ROBINSON"Robinson blends myth, science and terminal velocity action like no one else."--
Scott Sigler, NY Times Bestselling author of INFECTED and ANSCESTOR"Just when you think
that 21st-century authors have come up with every possible way of destroying the world, along
comes Jeremy Robinson."-- New Hampshire Magazine"There's nothing timid about Robinson
as he drops his readers off the cliff without a parachute and somehow manages to catch us an
inch or two from doom."--Jeff Long, NY Times bestselling author of THE DESCENT"Jeremy
Robinson is a fresh new face in adventure writing and will make a mark in suspense for years to
come."--David Lynn Golemon, NY Times bestselling author of LEGEND and EVENT"Jeremy
Robinson is an original and exciting voice."--Steve Berry, NY Times bestselling author of THE
EMPEROR'S TOMB"With THRESHOLD, Jeremy Robinson goes pedal to the metal into very
dark territory. Fast-paced, action packed and wonderfully creepy! Highly recommended!"--
Jonathan Maberry, NY Times bestselling author of ROT & RUIN" [SecondWorld] is gripping,
propelled by expertly controlled pacing and lively characters. Robinson's punchy prose style will
appeal to fans of Matthew Reilly's fast-paced, bigger-than-life thrillers, but this is in no way a
knockoff. It's a fresh and satisfying thriller that should bring its author plenty of new fans."--
Booklist"A brisk thriller with neatly timed action sequences, snappy dialogue and the ultimate
sympathetic figure in a badly burned little girl with a fighting spirit... The Nazis are determined to



have the last gruesome laugh in this efficient doomsday thriller."-- Kirkus Reviews



PROJECT NEMESISBy Jeremy RobinsonDescription:Jon Hudson, lead investigator for the
Department of Homeland Security’s Fusion Center-P, thinks his job is a joke. While other Fusion
Centers focus on thwarting terrorist activity, Hudson’s division is tasked with handling
paranormal threats to national security, of which there have been zero during his years at the
DHS. When yet another Sasquatch sighting leads to a research facility disguised as an
abandoned Nike missile site in the back woods of Maine, Hudson’s job becomes deadly
serious.Hudson and the local Sheriff, Ashley Collins, suddenly find themselves on the run from a
ruthless ex-Special Forces security team, but the human threat is short-lived as something very
much not-human destroys the facility and heads for civilization, leaving only a single clue behind
—a name scrawled in blood: Nemesis. Working with his team at Fusion Center-P, Sheriff Collins
and a surly helicopter pilot named Woodstock, Hudson pursues the creature known as Nemesis,
attempts to uncover the corporate secrets behind its creation and accidental release and tries to
comprehend why several clues lead to a murdered little girl named Maigo.But as the body-count
explodes, along with the monster’s size, it quickly becomes clear that nothing short of a full
military response can slow Nemesis’s progress. Coordinating with every branch of the U.S.
military, Hudson simultaneously searches for clues about Nemesis’s origins and motivations,
and leads the counterattack that will hopefully stop the monster before it reaches Boston and its
one million residents.Witness the birth of a legend as Jeremy Robinson, bestselling author of
SecondWorld and Ragnarok, combines the pacing of Matthew Reilly with the mystery of James
Rollins and creates the first iconic American Kaiju story since King Kong. Includes original
creature designs by legendary Godzilla artist, Matt Frank.The sequels to Project Nemesis—
Project Maigo, Project 731, Project Hyperion, and Project Legion—are available now!PROJECT
NEMESIS(A Kaiju Thriller)By Jeremy RobinsonOlder E-reader device? .Table of
ContentsACKNOWLEDGMENTSPROLOGUE IPROLOGUE II123456789101112131415161718
19202122232425262728293031323334353637383940414243444546Epilogue IEpilogue
IIEpilogue IIIA NOTE FROM THE AUTHORNEMESIS SKETCHESABOUT THE
AUTHORABOUT THE ARTISTALSO by JEREMY ROBINSONACKNOWLEDGMENTSKaiju. It
means “strange beast” in Japanese and describes a genre that includes Godzilla, King Kong,
Gamera, Mothra and many more. I’ve been in love with the genre since I was a kid, and while my
novels feature all manner of strange beasts, from aliens and stone golems to the mythological
Hydra and half-human, half-demon Nephilim, I had never written a true homage to the genre that
has fueled my imagination for the past thirty years. Well, now that I have, and it’s one of my most
fun stories to date. There are a few people I must thank, who made this book better than I could
have on my own.Kane Gilmour, my sometimes co-author, editor and constant supporter, you not
only edited Project Nemesis, you single-handedly convinced me to pursue this long-term dream.
Thank you for that, but now you need to finish your Kaiju novel!Jason Brodeur also lent a hand in
editing Project Nemesis and did a fantastic job polishing the book until it gleamed like King
Gidorah’s golden scales.The amazing Matt Frank, Godzilla artist extraordinaire, thank you so
much for lending your formidable skills to Project Nemesis and designing a creature far cooler



than what my imagination had conjured. I look forward to future collaborations!No
acknowledgements from this author can be complete without thanking the band of misfits who
make writing about giant monsters so much more fun: Aquila, Solomon and Norah, my kids and
fellow Kaiju fans, your imaginations inspire and intimidate me. And to my dear wife, you know
what I’m going to say. I love you.For WLVI Channel 56, for airingCreature Double Featureevery
Saturday morning of my childhood.“Nemesis, winged tilter of scales and lives,Justice-spawned
Goddess with sinister eyes!Thou bridlest evil men who roil in vainAgainst Thy harsh adamantine
rein.”—Hymn to Nemesis, Mesomedes of CretePROLOGUE IFive Years Ago“Get down, stay
quiet and don’t move a muscle or we’re stains,” Master Sergeant Lenny Wilson whispered as he
lay down, pushing his body deeper into the three-foot deep snow.His partner’s only reply was to
shift his body farther out of sight. The white masks and full body BDUs they wore helped them to
disappear, but the noon-day sun would reflect differently off their clothing. To the trained eye,
they would stand out like a patch of matte finish on a glossy book cover.And Wilson had no
doubt the men searching for them would spot the aberration. There were fifty of them now,
swarming through the mountainous pine forest. Packs of hungry wolves.The ten men
approaching their position were armed with an array of deadly high-tech weapons, but the hunt
would end as soon as Wilson or his partner was spotted. Not just because they were out-
numbered or unarmed but because that’s the way the game was played.They were being
hunted.Like animals.Wilson pressed his face into the snow and remained still. He filled his
mouth with snow and breathed around it, keeping his breath from condensing and giving away
their position. He could only hope Endo was doing the same. Corporal Katsu Endo was on loan
from the Japanese Self-Defense Force as part of a program that partnered seasoned American
warriors with Japanese partners who’d never seen combat. The official spin on the program was
that it built stronger ties between the two countries’ militaries, but that didn’t make much sense
since the Japanese military had been limited to self-defense since the end of World War Two. It
was bullshit, Wilson believed. The Japanese were being trained with the intention that they
would one day see combat again, probably against the Chinese.The Japanese Self-Defense
Force was actually a vassal military for the U.S., should the need arise. That was Wilson’s
opinion at least, and he didn’t disapprove. The Chinese would eventually be a problem. He felt
sure of it. Still, he wasn’t keen on being partnered with Endo. The man had never been in a
situation like this. He lacked survival instincts, like a penguin in the desert. And Wilson had a
reputation to protect. If Endo screwed this up...well, the man would get his first real lesson in how
shitty his self-defense tactics really were.“See anything?” someone asked. The voice was deep
and gruff.The question got four replies, all negative.Boots crunched through the snow, some so
loud and close that Wilson was sure the mound of snow and low hanging pine branches
concealing him wouldn’t be enough. But the men continued past and faded into the distance.
When he could no longer hear them, Wilson counted to a minute, praying to God that Endo
wouldn’t move.Ten men had come. Only nine had left. Someone stayed behind.Another minute
passed.C’mon, you sonofabitch.Crunch. The man shifted his weight, but the noise, in the silence



of the woods, sounded like a rifle shot. Thirty seconds later, he gave up, double-timing his exit to
catch up with the pack.When the man’s footfalls reduced to nothing, Wilson counted to sixty
again before slowly lifting his head. He scanned the area, holding his breath. They were gone.
He swallowed the icy glob of snow in his mouth, feeling the cold slip down his throat and land in
his belly.He looked to Endo and found the man starting to raise his head. “Not bad,
Ketchup.”Endo frowned beneath his mask. “Katsu.”“Katsu. Catsup. Ketchup.” Wilson spoke the
words with conviction, as though his logic stream was enough justification for the nickname.“My
name is Katsu,” Corporal Endo repeated, his barely detectable Japanese accent growing a little
thicker.Wilson shook his head. “Look. I’m a nice guy, so I’m going to give you a choice. You can
be Ketchup or you can be Duck Sauce.”“Duck sauce is for Chinese food,” Endo said.Damnit,
Wilson thought. “What do you use in Japan? What’s the shit called? Worcestershire? No, that’s
not it. Soy sauce. That’s the stuff. So what will it be? Soy Sauce or Ketchup?”“They’re coming
back.”Endo said it so plainly and without trepidation that Wilson nearly missed it. He peeked up
over the snow covered rise and saw several distant figures moving toward them. “Shit. They’re
not going to miss us on a second pass. We need to move.”“They’ll see our tracks,” Endo pointed
out.“That’s why we’re going to run.”“We’ll be faster downhill.”“Uh-uh.” Wilson motioned back
toward the mountain rising behind them. “We’ll head up.” He cut off Endo’s argument with a
raised hand. “Listen, Ketchup, you’re here to learn from me. You do what I say, when I say it.
We’re heading up because no one likes to. There’s all kinds of hell in the mountains and these
assholes aren’t going to want to follow us.”Endo gave a nod, conceding the point. Without a
sound, the pair crawled up the hillside until they were deep in the tangle of pine branches.
Concealed for the moment, Wilson took a deep breath and mumbled, “Smells like Christmas.”
The scent conjured memories of his family. He tried to not think about his wife and two sons, but
failed. He missed them terribly when he was deployed or training. He believed in the Marine
Corps. Dedicated his life to it. But his family was his heart. Without them he wasn’t whole. Not
that he’d ever admit such a thing.A sharp hiss snapped Wilson from his reverie. Endo stood
higher on the hill, pointing to his ear.The men seeking them out had arrived early, moving faster
than Wilson anticipated. Wilson gave a curt hand signal that looked a little like he was chopping
wood with his hand. They continued their ascent, moving as quickly and as silently as they
could.It had been six very cold hours since the exercise began and they were one of two teams
still in the game. They’d begun as twenty-five two-man teams. The drill was basically a glorified
version of Hide and Seek, but the men took it seriously, and winning gave you gloating rights—
something Wilson enjoyed. Every time a team was spotted and laser sighted they joined the
hunt. Since the men below had already been caught, they had no good reason to endure the
cold. They were more motivated than ever.“Here!” someone shouted.Wilson plowed up the hill,
forgoing any attempt at stealth. They needed to find someplace the others wouldn’t want to
follow and they needed it fast.Shouting erupted below. The sound of pursuit followed.Endo was
a fast little shit; Wilson had to give him that. He ducked and weaved around and under branches
that Wilson had to bulldoze his way through. Endo pulled ahead, disappearing into the dense



foliage. A stab of fear coursed through Wilson. If he was the reason they were caught, he’d never
live it down.A shout of surprise rose up ahead of him. Had Endo injured himself? Maybe tripped
or rolled his ankle? If so, they’d be done, but at least he could peg the loss on Ketchup and avoid
some of the ridicule. Although they were one of the two final teams, he’d done enough trash
talking to ensure anything other than first place would be humiliating.Wilson pushed through a
large tree branch and paused. Endo’s footprints disappeared. He glanced up into the trees.
“Ketchup! Where are you?”No reply.He took a step forward and the snow didn’t give way. The
snow here had melted and refrozen, forming a solid, inch-thick layer of lumpy ice. Knowing that
Endo had most likely slid over the solid surface, Wilson lowered himself onto the ice and got
down on his belly, dispersing his weight. He pushed himself forward, careful not to break or even
scuff the surface.But the voices of his pursuers grew louder, moving closer at a pace that far
exceeded his flight. And they didn’t have to worry about concealing their tracks. His only remote
hope was to reach the next tree, duck behind it and hope they moved in a different direction.The
hunters were just out of sight, maybe thirty feet back.Wilson slid beneath a pine branch
weighted down by needles and snow, and he found himself facing a stone wall. Nowhere to go.
He pulled his feet up close, held his breath and waited.If asked, Wilson would have said he was
a brave man. Perhaps one of the bravest. He’d seen action in Afghanistan twice. He’d killed and
nearly been killed. It took a lot to ruffle his scarred feathers, but when Endo emerged from the
base of the rock wall like some kind of giant gopher, Wilson nearly pissed himself.Endo grabbed
hold of Wilson’s jacket and hauled him back. Despite being seventy-five pounds heavier than
Endo, Wilson slipped up over the ice. Darkness enveloped him, and he felt a strange pressure
that told him he was underground. Gravity helped him complete the second leg of his five
second journey, dropping him onto a solid slab of stone. It took all he had for Wilson to not shout
in surprise or cough in pain, but he completed his passage into the darkness without a
peep.Wilson listened to the men outside. They stopped at the frozen snow. Some punched their
way through, some searched the trees and two were sent back to make sure it wasn’t a false
trail.Five minutes later, everything was quiet again.Wilson knew he should thank Endo. Maybe
even use his real name. He’d not only kept Wilson from being discovered, but also ensured they
would win the hunt. Although they weren’t armed, they did carry food and water. Properly
rationed, they could make it a week, though he doubted they’d even need to spend the night.A
sharp crack made Wilson jump. Then a bright red glow lit Endo’s face. The white mask made him
look like a ghost. A chill rose up Wilson’s back. He fought against it showing on his face, but
Endo chuckled and shook his head.Wilson was about to chew the man out—so what if Endo
had saved them, no one mocked Lenny Wilson—but then Endo held the glow stick up, lighting
the space around them, and this time, there was no stopping Wilson’s shout of horror.Less than
twenty-four hours after Wilson hauled himself out of the cave and lost the exercise, he stood
outside the entrance once more with Endo by his side. They were joined by General Lance
Gordon and no one else. The report of what they’d found had been fast-tracked up the chain of
command until it landed on Gordon’s desk and stopped. He’d flown out of Washington D.C.



within the hour and made his way to the frozen North.“This is it?” Gordon asked with a huff that
sent a cloud of steam from his mouth.Gordon didn’t look like a general. He didn’t have the same
rigid poise or clean cut look, especially for a man out of the Pentagon. What he did have was a
commanding presence that said he’d lay into you like a Howitzer if you crossed him. Wilson
answered quickly. “Yes, sir.”“Who found it?” Gordon asked.“Corporal Endo, sir,” Wilson
replied.The General turned his gaze to Endo, sizing him up. As men, they were opposites. The
pale white Gordon stood at six-three, weighed two hundred fifty pounds, had rough skin on his
face and was dressed in black thermal BDUs. Endo, dressed in his white BDUs from the
previous day, was five-five, weighed one sixty-five and had a tan smooth-skinned face that
Gordon doubted had ever felt a razor’s edge.“Lead the way,” Gordon said to Endo, motioning to
the sliver of black in the wall of stone.Endo gave a curt nod and without a word, dropped to the
ground and slid into the hole.“You’re sure about this, General?” Wilson said. “You don’t need to
go in there.”Gordon craned his head around toward Wilson, a single eyebrow perched high on
his forehead like a pterodactyl swooping in for the kill. “I didn’t fly over the whole damned country
of Canada to stare at a hole in the ground.”Wilson snapped to attention, gave a nod and followed
after Endo, landing on his feet. Gordon entered behind him.A light bloomed. Endo aimed the
powerful beam at the floor, letting the reflected light illuminate the area around them. Wilson did
the same with his flashlight, as did Gordon.“Where is it?” Gordon asked.Endo stepped to the
side and raised his flashlight. The beam penetrated the darkness and lit up a wall of what looked
like mottled brown marble. He raised the beam higher, stopping when it reached what looked like
a hooked stalactite taller than Gordon.With a sigh, Wilson added his light. “Know what it
is?”Gordon aimed his flashlight at the ceiling. It was fifty feet up. He found the top of the object
and followed it down to the floor. Thirty feet tall. He played the light to the right, stopping when
the beam’s reach faded, more than two hundred feet away.“Did anyone else see this?” Gordon
asked.“No, sir,” Wilson said. “Just the two of us. And not for long. The few details we saw before
leaving are in our reports.”“Your reports no longer exist,” the General said, as he stared up at the
empty eye socket big enough to drive a Humvee through. “As of right now, we are the only three
people with any real knowledge of...this. And I would like it to stay that way. Do either of you have
a problem with that?”“No,” Endo said.“No, sir,” Wilson added.“Good,” Gordon said. “As of right
now, you both work for me.”Wilson managed to take his eyes off their discovery and looked at
Gordon. “Endo’s Japanese, sir.”The pterodactyl rose on the General’s forehead. He didn’t miss
much, especially the plainly obvious. “I can see that.”Wilson wilted a little and diverted his eyes
back to the thing.“I’ll need both of you here for the next few years before—”“Next few years?”
Wilson said in surprise, though he never took his eyes off the monster.“You have a problem with
that?” Gordon asked.“Not if my family can join me,” Wilson said. “I’m scheduled to head home in
a month.”“Family.” Gordon said the word like it tasted bad coming out of his mouth. He turned to
Endo. “You have family?”Endo shook his head. “I am yours.”The declaration was more intimate
sounding than Gordon would have preferred, but when Endo turned his gaze back to the
creature’s remains and the man’s eyes glowed with excitement, he realized the words had more



to do with the beast than they did with him.When Endo looked back at Gordon, the General
waved him closer, but spoke to Wilson. “How many kids, Master Sergeant?”“Two, sir,” Wilson
replied. “Boys. Five and seven.”While Wilson replied, the General drew his sidearm. He turned it
around and handed it to Endo, who looked at the weapon with wide eyes before casting his gaze
on the General.Gordon motioned to the back of Wilson’s head. Gave a nod and a smile like he
was welcoming Endo to a theme park, which wasn’t too far from the truth. Endo looked down at
the weapon in his hand. It was a sound-suppressed M9 9mm handgun. Not the world’s most
powerful gun, but more than enough to do the job.Endo frowned.Then shrugged.He raised the
pistol, pointed it at the back of Wilson’s head and pulled the trigger.PROLOGUE IITwo Weeks
AgoMaigo Tilly dropped her bright pink Hello Kitty backpack onto the kitchen’s cold, tan slate
floor. It glowed with innocence. Her high forehead pinched together at the midline, eyebrows
twisting up. Her lips trembled in time with her fingers. She stared at the red.The growing pool
found the floor’s grout and flowed down the straight track, heading for Maigo’s stocking toes.
She stepped away from it, keeping to the center of a single tile while her mother’s blood flowed
around her, following the grout like the channels of a sacrificial altar.But the blood couldn’t hold
her attention. The frozen scene beyond it called to her. Her eyes rose slowly, first seeing the bare
foot of her mother, twitching as her life faded. Then the twitching stopped. Maigo could tell her
mother was dead by her skin. Normally tan, it was now sickly pale. Her mother’s designer dress
was stained with red from below, the fluid pulled up through the cotton fabric.The shaking in
Maigo’s lips grew severe as her eyes skipped past her mother’s hands and the horror there, and
looked at her face. Whatever the woman had been feeling at the time her life ended had been
erased. The face revealed nothing. Her skull, however—everything. Her head, once a smooth
curve, was now a crescent. Most of it was missing.Not missing.Scattered.Maigo looked higher.
The 33rd-floor penthouse of the Clarendon Back Bay building provided stunning views of
downtown Boston and the harbor. It was a castle in the sky—the kind reserved for Boston’s elite.
It came with every amenity the seven-million-dollar price tag could fetch, including a Jacuzzi hot
tub big enough to swim in, remote controlled everything and massive windows lining every
outside wall. But the view of downtown was marred by streaks of maroon and clumps of pink.
When a particularly weighty dollop of brain matter slipped free and struck the floor with a wet
slap, Maigo finally gasped.And then again. And again. She’d been holding her breath.“It’s okay,
Maigo,” her father said.He was a stark contrast to her mother—plump, balding, pale and unkind.
Maigo didn’t like her father much, but he was around so rarely that she was able to bear his
moods. Also, her mother insisted. Told her to be thankful. To look at the view. To enjoy their many
blessings.Maigo said nothing. She was incapable.“It was an accident,” he said. “No, it was
—”While her father decided what had happened, Maigo looked back to her mother’s hands. Her
left arm and hand, perfectly manicured, lay to the side. Tears filled Maigo’s eyes as she
remembered the feeling of those long, red, fingernails on her back, scratching her gently to
sleep. The sadness faded when she looked at her mother’s right hand, interlocked with her
father’s hands and a gun. A pistol. It was the kind a woman might own. Small. But Maigo knew



everything about her mother. They had no secrets.Not about school. Or boys. Or the bruises her
mother hid.She didn’t own a gun. She loathed them.Maigo’s trembling hands became fists when
she saw that her father was wearing white plastic gloves, the kind that doctors wear.“You did
this,” she said, before she could realize she shouldn’t.“No,” he said, “No! I found her like this. She
did it to herself.”Maigo watched her father carefully loop her mother’s finger around the gun’s
trigger.“She killed herself, Maigo.”“She wouldn’t.”“She did.”Fueled by anger, Maigo shouted, “You
killed her!”Her father frowned, but just a little. He picked up her mother’s hand, moving it
again.“Leave her alone,” Maigo said.“Your mother killed herself, Maigo,” her father said, “but she
killed you first.”Maigo looked at the gun and noticed it was now leveled at her core. The last thing
she saw was a small grin on her father’s face. Then—nothing.1Now“You have got to be kidding
me!” I shout to myself when Def Leppard’s Pour Some Sugar on Me blares from my pickup
truck’s feeble speakers. If the flashback to my childhood wasn’t bad enough, every thump of the
bass drum releases a grating rattle. Whoever owned the beat up, faded red Chevy S-10 before
me blew nearly every speaker. Probably some teenager. Man, I’d like to punch that kid in the
face. Of course, right now I’d like to punch every radio DJ within a hundred miles, too.I tap the
radio’s “seek” button. Boston. More than a Feeling.Again. Jane’s Addiction. Pets.One more time.
Aerosmith. Love in an Elevator.I punch, literally punch, the radio’s power button, but all I manage
to do is spin the volume up. Steven Tyler howls in my ear. The vibrating speakers make him
sound like a smoker with an artificial voice box. I tap the button more carefully, despite the
racket, and silence fills the cab once more.My neck cracks as I roll it, releasing my music-
induced tension. “Welcome to Maine,” I say, doing my best DJ impression, “home of the
seventies, eighties, nineties, and...that’s it.”I should probably invest in a new stereo system
someday. Hell, I should probably buy a car with anti-lock brakes, eighteen airbags and all the
other things most people care about. But that would require an effort beyond my actual desire to
replace Betty.Yeah, I named my truck. Betty was the name of my first girlfriend. Like this truck,
she had a grating voice and a high maintenance personality. Despite girlfriend-Betty being
easier on the eyes, I stayed with her for only six months. Pickup truck-Betty talks less. And
doesn’t complain when I turn her on. We’ve been together for going on five years now, and even
though she’s rough around the edges, she’s just about the only thing in my life that makes any
sense.I glance in the rearview. The road behind me is as empty as the road ahead. I catch a
glimpse of my face in the mirror and shake my head. I don’t look like a DHS agent. DHS—
Department of Homeland Security. Most of the people working for the DHS are straight-
shooting, tight-ass suits. An inordinate percentage of the men have mustaches, like they’re 70s
porn stars or 1900s Englishmen ready to engage in some old fashioned fisticuffs.Of course, I am
sporting the beginning of a beard myself, but that’s less of a style choice and more of a result of
my ancient shaver, pilfered from my father when I moved out ten years ago, crapping out a week
ago. I think it looks good, but if any of my superiors saw it, I’d probably get a good talking to.
Proper dress. Appearances matter. That kind of stuff. It’s a good thing my superiors don’t give a
rat’s ass about me or my department. I don’t think I’ve seen or heard from someone with a higher



pay scale than mine in the last six months.I adjust the maroon beanie cap covering my crew-cut
brown hair. The tight-fitting knit hat has become a staple of my wardrobe, and it is a style choice,
mostly because it disguises the fact that my hair is slowly retreating like soldiers from my muddy
battlefield. I think it makes me look like The Edge, from U2, a band of the eighties, nineties, and
today that I actually wouldn’t mind hearing on the radio.My smartphone—which is really a
company phone—cuts through the silence, saying, “Turn right,” in a far from sexy, yet feminine
voice that is the closest thing I’ve had to a girlfriend in a year. Other than Betty, I mean. I spot the
dirt road up ahead and turn onto the uneven surface. The road is covered in half buried stones
the size of grapefruits and rows of hardened ridges formed by water, which, in combination with
Betty’s rigid suspension, bounces me around like I’m on a grocery-store horsey ride, having a
seizure.Twenty minutes and a headache later, I arrive at my destination. I pull the truck into the
lone parking space, put it in park and kill the engine. The car door creaks as it opens, allowing
the outside world to wash over me. Warm summer air chases away the chill of Betty’s air
conditioning, which works like a champ. The smell of pine and earth and, I think, water, fills my
nose.It’s been too long.Once upon a time, I’d been a real salt of the Earth type. I camped, fished,
hunted, slept under the stars and smoked a doobie or two. It’s been at least ten years of indoor
and pot-free living since then. Thank God I’m not in drug enforcement. I’d be horrible at it, mostly
because I think I’d let all of the potheads walk.The small cabin is on loan to me from Ted Watson,
one of two people I actually oversee. I’m supposed to hire two more team members out of
whatever law enforcement branch I can entice them from, but I haven’t really bothered. Seeing
as how every case I have is like a bad episode of The X-Files, but without the actual monsters,
aliens and government conspiracies, I just don’t see the need to deal with more
personalities.Not that Ted is hard to deal with. He’s kind of like a grown up version of Chunk,
from The Goonies—chubby, funny and he occasionally breaks into a jiggly dance. He’s also
brilliant with computers and electronics. I’m pretty sure he got posted to my team because, like
me, he doesn’t exactly fit the company profile. Anne Cooper, on the other hand, does. Cooper,
who I call Coop, mostly because it bothers her, is a straight-laced administrator who does things
by the book, even though so little of our mandate is in any book not written by a fiction author, a
lunatic or both.They’ve been with me for three years now, manning the home front—a house
perched atop Powder Hill in Beverly, Massachusetts. From the top floor you can see the ocean
and, on a clear day, Boston. It’s a nice place to live and work, but it’s not the great
outdoors.Believe it or not, I’m not on vacation. I’m working. Watson’s family just happened to
have a cabin in the area, and I felt like being nostalgic for a night before beginning my
“investigation.”With a shake of my head, I push away thoughts of the ridiculous day I’ll have
tomorrow and hop up the steps to the front door. Despite the apparent disuse of the cabin, the
porch wood feels firm beneath my feet. Maybe it’s faux worn, I wonder, like those beat-up looking
hutches made for rich old ladies who want to have rustic kitchens without the actual rust.I dig
into my pocket for the key while scanning the area. Most of the trees are pines, though a few
maples line the dirt road, their leaves glowing lime green in the afternoon sun. There’s no



mailbox or even a number on the cabin. As I pull the key from my pocket, I lean back and peer
down the road. Nothing. And there wasn’t a single house on the way here, which suits me,
because while I don’t have any doobies, I do have a twelve-pack buried in a cooler full of ice.I’m
not supposed to drink on the job, but I’m not technically working right now and I’m pretty good at
warding off hangovers. Besides, I’m pretty sure that even drunk off my ass, I’ll be able to figure
out the mystery of Sasquatch.Yeah, Sasquatch.Fucking Sasquatch.I work for the Department of
Homeland Security, and I’m investigating a rash of squatch sightings in the northern woods of
Boonie-town, Maine. When the DHS was created in 2002, in the wake of 9-11, the bill was
loaded with “riders,” tacked-on provisions that wouldn’t normally pass if they weren’t attached to
something guaranteed to pass, like the creation of the DHS. Riders usually have nothing to do
with the actual bill, but the one that created my division did. The DHS has seventy Fusion
Centers around the country. They’re hubs where intel and resources from federal and local law
enforcement agencies can be pooled in an effort to openly share information between
departments—something that might have helped avoid the events of 9-11. Each hub has its own
lead investigator tasked with investigations that affect multiple law enforcement agencies, and
that are a threat to national security. That’s me, lead investigator, except my Fusion Center has
yet to be involved in any serious investigation. Fusion Centers are most commonly identified by
the city they’re in, such as Fusion Center – Boston, my closest neighbor in the DHS, otherwise
known as “those assholes in Beantown”.The Fusion Center I head up is known as Fusion Center
– P. The P is for “paranormal”. Seriously. The supernatural paranoid who added the rider believed
the end of the world was nigh and that it would be a supernatural event. That’s also why we’re
located in Beverly, Mass, next door neighbor to Salem, Mass. Salem being the apparent
gateway to hell and home to the gruesome Salem witch trials, as well as scores of modern
witches like Susan Beacon, who claimed she caused the “perfect storm” with a curse. There isn’t
a day that goes by that I don’t praise the good Lord she made that claim before my stint at the
FC-P began or I would have had to investigate it as a threat against the United States.FC-P is
the seventy-first Fusion Center and it doesn’t technically exist. You won’t find us in any public
documentation. Despite its creation, the FC-P is pretty much an embarrassment. That’s why the
‘Paranormal’ on our IDs was reduced to the letter P.The deadbolt unlocks smoothly, barely
making a sound. I push the door open and step in. The dim room holds two comfortable looking
rocking chairs, a dining room table, a wood stove and what appears to be a large, black bean
bag. I try the lights, but nothing happens.The breakers, I think, vaguely remembering Ted saying
something about them being shut off. I move to take a step into the cabin, and freeze before I
leave the doorframe.The bean bag moved.I reach for my gun, but find it missing. It’s in the truck.
Haven’t worn it in two years. Imaginary creatures and specters don’t normally pose a
threat.Before I can think of what to do next, the screen door finally decides to slam shut behind
me. The bean bag explodes with motion, rearing up a round head the size of a large pumpkin.
Two large black eyes fix on me with unwavering focus.Moving with slow, measured movements,
the bear stands. It’s just about the same height as me, but is probably upwards of seven hundred



pounds. I raise my hand in an “its okay” posture, like the bear will understand it, and I back away,
but I don’t get far. My back smacks into the closed screen door, which makes a loud snapping
sound.The spooked bear huffs angrily, throws itself forward and charges.2Dr. Kendra Elliot threw
a manila folder across her office and let loose a string of curses that would make a sailor squirm.
The fifty-seven sheets of data-laden paper exploded from the folder like confetti, half en route to
the wall, half when the folder hit it. By the time the last sheet slipped onto the dull gray industrial
carpet, Elliot’s anger had been replaced by regret. The pages weren’t numbered, and though the
pages declared her failure, careful study of what went wrong would help her find her mistake,
and correct it.Hopefully before I die, Elliot thought.She stood from behind the executive desk that
she neither liked nor had gotten accustomed to in the four years she’d sat behind it. Her hip
somehow found the desk’s corner as she rounded the cherry wood behemoth. She grunted in
pain and clenched her teeth against her returning anger. She wanted to scream out a curse, but
held her tongue. She was one of the lead researchers at BioLance, a government-funded
laboratory working on a slew of different projects ranging from gene-splicing to tissue
regenerating foam and to the cure for cancer, and she did her best to act the part. Elliot’s current
focus was Project: ROG (Rapid Organ Growth). The lab operated like many others around the
country with one glaring difference. BioLance didn’t exist. It was a code name.And despite the
fact that the facility appeared to be run like any other high-tech firm, Elliot was under no illusions;
she worked for the Man. She didn’t mind. The money was great, the resources essentially
unlimited and the staff beyond comparison. More than that, since the lab didn’t officially exist,
and no one’s real names appeared on any documents, she could bend, or break, any laws she
needed to with two exceptions. The two strictly enforced rules were:1. Never do anything to
endanger the public.2. Never do anything to reveal BioLance, its resources, experiments, data
and personnel identities to the public.She suspected that rule number one was actually an
extension of rule number two, rather than genuine concern for public welfare. As a result, the
facility and the staff that worked and lived there were guarded closely. She didn’t even know
where the lab was located, though she suspected the Northeast, based on the trees and terrain
she could see through her office window, though it could have easily been Canada.Elliot
glanced down at the corner of the desk that had jabbed her hip. The finish was actually worn
from the number of times she’d run into it. And it wasn’t because she had childbearing hips. Just
the opposite. Her body was tall and rail-like. Not even the tight-fitting power suit she wore could
accentuate her curves. There was nothing to accentuate.It wasn’t the desk’s fault, either. At
seven feet long, the desk was large, but the office was far larger, accommodating several
bookcases, cabinets and an executive table with ten chairs, with room to spare. It was her eyes
that betrayed her. She wore thick glasses that might have been in style thirty years previous.
They shrunk her blue eyes to the size of almonds and ruined her depth perception.With a sigh,
Elliot bent down and picked at the fresh carpet of strewn pages. She put them in order by
memory, scanning each page as she picked it up. When she reached the final page, her knees
were sore, but she didn’t stand. She just looked at the ten numbered lines of text and the word



“Failed” next to each one.She hated that word with a passion. Failed. She’d heard it over and
over again during her first twenty years of life, as her father, who wanted sons and got one girl,
pushed her into sports. She had the body for it, strong, fast and agile, but not the mind. Despite
being fiercely competitive, her intellect rarely focused on the field, court or rink.His death, and
the money left to his failure of a daughter, finally freed her to pursue her dreams. Eight years and
four degrees later, her past caught up with her. Someone figured out that dear old Dad hadn’t
died of entirely natural causes and she was the only suspect. But she wasn’t arrested. She was
offered a job.But she was still failing.She crumpled the page into a tight ball and tossed it into the
barrel across the room.“You should have played basketball,” General Lance Gordon said from
the doorway.Had it been anyone else, she would have exploded with a torrent of verbal abuse.
But Gordon was her employer, as well as the man who recruited her, and as such, he knew she
was a murderer. Which might be why he stayed by the door.She stood, straightened her dress
and placed the folder on the desk. “What can I do for you, General?”“For starters, be
honest.”“About?”“Is the pressure too much? Can you handle it?”Yes and no, she thought. “No
and yes. I’m fine.” But she knew she wasn’t. A year ago, Gordon had asked the impossible. Find
a way to grow viable, adult, human organs in under a month. He’d given her an eighteen-month
deadline. She was no closer to success than she had been a year ago.“Uh-huh,” he said.He
doesn’t believe me, she thought. He’s going to fire me right now. Not that people were ever fired
from BioLance. They were ‘disappeared.’“Tell me about the results,” he said.“You’ve seen the
report?”“You know how I feel about those reports,” he said. “Until one of you eggheads starts
writing them in plain English, I’m not going to know what’s being said.” He motioned to the trash
can containing the crumpled list of failures. “Though the last page sums up everything pretty
well, I’d say.”She cleared her throat. “In layman’s terms, we’ve successfully increased subject
growth rate. Through a combination of genetic tinkering, steroids, electrical impulses, and raw
materials provided by the umbilical, we can grow a twenty year old male inside of a
month.”“But?” Gordon asked.“But once it’s removed from the amniotic fluid, it loses viscosity.
Organs become sludge. Bones powder. The body just falls apart.”“But before that happens,”
Gordon said, “the body is...alive?”“Physically,” she said, “not mentally. We’ve engineered the
bodies to grow with only a cerebellum, which controls bodily functions such as respiration,
digestion and the heart. But there are no higher brain functions. No soul, if that’s your
concern.”“Hardly,” he said, and then reached into his leather jacket—no one wore uniforms—
causing Elliot to flinch. Gordon paused, a smile on his face. “Don’t worry, Kendra, you’re still too
valuable to let go.”Still, she thought. She swallowed and determined always to be
valuable.Gordon took a glass vial from his jacket’s inside pocket. It contained a clear liquid. He
held the vial out to her slowly. “Treat this like it’s your child.” He paused and corrected himself,
“Unless you would treat your child like you did your—”“I get the idea,” she said, and took the vial.
A hand-written label had been stuck on the side, and up over the top, keeping the cap in place.
She read the word aloud. “Kyodaina”.“Endo’s name,” he explained. “Not sure what it means.
Don’t really care.”Elliot was not a fan of Katsu Endo. She stood nearly five inches taller than him,



but his eyes burned with a passion that made her uncomfortable. His unflinching loyalty to
Gordon, and the gun worn on his hip, left few questions about the fate of the few people who’d
lost their jobs during her time with BioLance. She’d share their fate, too, if she didn’t start
producing results. She closed her eyes, imagining her end—staring in the burning brown eyes of
Katsu Endo.She wouldn’t allow it to happen. She would do anything—anything—to avoid
it.“What is it?” she asked, stepping closer to the General.“DNA,” he said.“From what?” she
asked.“You don’t need to know.”She didn’t like that answer, but hid her aggravation behind a
smile. “The computer is going to tell me what it is the moment it’s analyzed.”“No. It’s not.”Elliot
stood so close that she felt his breath on her face and smelled the coffee he’d been drinking.
French Vanilla, artificially sweetened. She looked in his eyes. Tired and bloodshot. Decaf.“Just
add this to your stew and see what happens.”“That’s not very scientific,” she replied, her face just
inches from his. She tilted her head and opened her lips slightly, the invitation as easy to read as
a billboard.“You’re not my type,” Gordon said, nonplussed by her blatant advance.“You’re a man,”
she replied. “Does it matter?”He looked down briefly, his tongue flicking between his lips for just
a moment.It didn’t matter, she knew. Something else was stopping him.She connected the
dots.“Our chances of success might increase if we focused on a single organ,” she said. It was a
lie, but his answer told her everything she needed to know.“The heart,” he said without missing a
beat.She stepped back and nodded. “Heart it is. I’ll get the team—”“Not the team,” he said. “Just
you.”“W—what?”“You’re on your own, Kendra. Your team has already been dismissed.”She
blanched, which drew a laugh from Gordon.“They’re confined to quarters.”“Confined to
quarters?” It didn’t make sense. What he was asking would take the entire team months of trial
and error. That he was simply confining the staff to their quarters meant she had a very limited
amount of time. “How long do I have?”“Two days,” he said.She flinched at this and dropped the
vial. A gasp slipped from her lips as she bent down and tried to catch it. She missed.But Gordon
didn’t. He snatched the glass vial from the air just inches above the floor. She looked up into his
angry brown eyes. “That is the last mistake you’ll make. Understood?”She nodded quickly, her
eyes locked on his for just a moment, before she snatched the vial from his hand and made for
the door. The clock was ticking. Her life, and she suspected Gordon’s, depended on her
success.“Try not to worry, Kendra,” he called after her. “I think you’ll be surprised by the
results.”She held up the vial and looked at the clear liquid. What the hell is this?3My body and
the screen door behind it are no match for the bear. It lowers its head like a bull, plows into my
gut and shoves. As my insides shift and the air bursts from my lungs, I feel the door’s crossbeam
flex and crack across my back. Pain lances through my arms and legs, and for a fraction of a
second I worry that I’ve broken my spine. But then I feel the tug of the metal screen on my body
as I pass through it and catapult to the ground, my landing cushioned only by my ass and the
layer of brown pine needles covering the forest floor like wall-to-wall carpeting.Wheezing for air, I
scramble back from the cabin until my head whacks Betty’s side. My head spins from the impact
and from lack of air, but I notice my arms and legs are working just fine.Not paralyzed, I think.
Yet.The bear steps out of the cabin’s front door with all the grim intent of a father who’s just found



his teenage daughter in bed with a boy. It stands again, looking at me, trying to intimidate me
and succeeding.I find my breath and shout at the bear, “Hiyah!” But it comes out as a pitiful
wheezy thing. If I ever do come up against a Sasquatch, I’m screwed.My legs shake beneath
me, but I manage to get to my feet. Now the bear thinks I’m trying to intimidate it. I’m not, but if I
was, I’d be failing. The bear grunts again, taking two steps toward me before dropping to all four
paws and pounding down the steps.I grab the driver’s side door and yank. My hand painfully rips
away from the handle. Locked.Why the hell did I lock my truck out here? Even in Beverly, Betty
wouldn’t be a blip on a car thief’s radar.The gun, I remember. I left my gun in the cab. That’s why I
locked it. Unfortunately, that’s also why I’m trying to get in the cab.The bear grunts as it reaches
the bottom of the steps and makes a beeline for me.An involuntary shout rises from deep inside
me, fueling my flight. I turn around, plant my hands on the side of Betty’s bed and leap over and
in. I land hard on my back, coughing for air and wincing in pain. But I’m hidden.For about half a
second.The bear rises up, grabbing on to the side of the truck. Its long black claws squeak
against the metal, grating on my ears. I roll to the far side of the bed, out of reach. As the truck
rocks and more screeching fills the air, I realize the bear is actually trying to claw its way
inside.Black bears are rarely this aggressive, though there are plenty of accounts of people
being mauled. And there is always the chance that this bear is rabid.I reach into my right pants
pocket, fumbling for my keys, but don’t find them. I’m momentarily confused, as though I’ve
looked up and found the sky had turned red. I always keep my keys in my right pocket. I check
the left anyway and as I suspected, find nothing.That’s when I remember.I unlocked the
door.When the bear charged, the keys were still in my hand. And since they’re not now... I sit up
fast, which makes the bear flinch and fall, landing hard on its side.I look over the side and can’t
help but smile at the suddenly silly looking bear. “Looks like we’re both kind of screw-ups,” I tell
it.The bear gets back to its feet with a quickness that surprises me, lunging up and swiping at my
face, missing by inches. I stumble back, catching myself on the cab before falling out of the bed
with less grace than the bear.“Keys,” I tell myself. “Find the keys.” Without them, I could be
playing tag until the bear either gets bored or I get dead.I glance toward the cabin, but have
trouble focusing as my eyes keep flicking back to the black ball of death beating the shit out of
my darling Betty’s paint job. I scour the porch. Nothing. No key.I look into the dark doorway, but
the cabin’s interior is deep in shadow. I strain my eyes, looking for the keychain, which holds five
keys, a pocket jackknife and a mini-flashlight. A breeze tickles my skin and sifts through the
trees. The pines creak. The maples sound like a librarian quieting some unruly patrons with a
serious “Shhhhh”. Light dances across the pine floor of the forest, then up the stairs and into the
doorway.It’s just a flash of light, but hallelujah, my path has been revealed. The keys are a foot
inside the door, on the floor.Now I just need to get past the bear, snatch the keys, get back to
Betty, unlock the door, hop inside and not get mauled. No problem, I tell myself, for Chuck
Norris.The plan evolves in my subconscious and spurs me into action long before I can realize
how stupid it is. Some people might say this is instinct—acting quickly, without thought, to stay
alive. As I hit the ground on the far side of the truck, I just think it’s nuts.But I’m committed.As is



the bear.The moment my feet hit the ground, the bear disappears from view. I know it’s running
toward me, but I’m not sure if it’s going around the front or back of the truck. So circling the truck
is out of the question. Going under the truck is, too. Betty rides low to the ground and it would
take a good minute to shuffle all the way to the other side. Over the top, I decide, and I hop back
up into the bed.The bear is faster than expected and nearly catches my foot in its jaws.The bear
took just two seconds to round the truck. That will give me about a three second lead if you
figure in my speed and its reaction time. Not much. But I’ll work with what I’ve got.Without
pausing to look at the bear, I jump from the bed, land in a roll that springs me back to my feet
and sprint to the cabin door. I can’t see the bear, but a loud grunt lets me know it’s in hot pursuit. I
take the stairs in one leap, scoop up the keys as I pass through the door, and then remember the
deadbolt.I grip the heavy wooden door and fling it shut behind me, still heading toward the back
of the cabin.The door slams shut, the spring loaded deadbolt snapping loudly into place. A
second slam shakes the entire cabin, but the door holds. I stop in the center of the living/dining
room and look back. The door vibrates under a second attack, but holds. The bear can’t get
through.I plant my hands on my knees, catching my breath.The bear has given up.I twirl the keys
around on my finger and laugh. At least I’ll have a story to tell this time.A raspy mewl spins me
around like an ice skater. My leg kicks out, connecting with an end table and knocking a vase full
of fake flowers crashing to the floor.The mewling grows frantic and I see the source.Two baby
bears.Several things occur to me at once.One: the bear is a mamma protecting her young,
which explains a lot, but kind of sucks, since this is pretty much the only scenario in which a bear
will kill a human being.Two: the door, which I have just locked behind me, was already locked
when I arrived, which means mamma bear has another way in. I’ve just locked myself in the
bear’s den.Three: I’m fairly screwed.I back toward the front door, preparing to unlock it and bolt,
but it’s suddenly slammed again. I jump away with a shout that scares the cubs. Their mewl
becomes a frantic cry for help. A rectangle of light beyond the cubs catches my attention. The
kitchen has a back door. It’s wide open.The view beyond it catches me off guard. The cabin sits
atop a small hill. Below that hill is the most pristine lake I’ve laid eyes on, outside of a National
Geographic documentary, in ten years. Sparkles of sunlight flicker on the windswept waves,
shifting across the surface like a flock of birds. The trees fringing the lake sway hypnotically,
holding my attention.That is, until the view is blotted out by seven hundred pounds of hungry
mamma. If not for pausing to sniff her crying cubs, I’d be dead. In that two second pause I
manage to unlock the front door, fling it open and throw myself down from the porch. By the time
I hit the ground I hear the bear’s loud huffing and know she’s coming again.I run into the car,
crashing against the door and fumbling with the keys until I find the right one. Luckily, Betty and I
have been together for a while—we’re simpatico, like long-time lovers—so slipping the key in
and unlocking the door takes no thought. I slide behind the wheel, take hold of the door handle
and pull. It crashes shut with such force that I think I’ve just transformed into Captain Marvel,
though I don’t recall shouting “Shazam!” That, or the bear rammed the door. I look to the left.It’s
the bear. Which is too bad. I used to really like Captain Marvel.I stick my tongue out at the bear



and hold it just long enough to get it covered in glass cubes when the bear stands and brings its
paws down on the window. I shout again and slide over to the passenger’s seat while Smokey
the psychotic bear claws the crap out of Betty’s fake leather upholstery. Using the keychain’s
smallest key, I unlock the glove compartment and grab hold of the holstered gun inside.That’s
when the rope holding the passenger side door shut since I was T-boned two months ago
decides to give way. I spill out backwards, landing hard on my back. I groan and slowly open my
eyes. They snap the rest of the way open when I see four clawed paws rounding the front of the
truck.I feel the holstered gun in my hand and with a practiced familiarity, unbutton the clasp and
free the weapon with one smooth move. I turn the muzzle skyward and without looking, fire two
shots in the air before pointing the weapon at the approaching jaws.But I don’t fire.There’s no
need.Even mamma bears can be spooked. With a cry that sounds like a deeper version of the
cubs’ call, the bear backpedals and runs away, heading toward the lake. It calls out again as it
passes the cabin and is joined by the two cubs, who scurry along behind. The trio run until I can’t
see them. With any luck, they’ll keep going until they’re miles away.Gun in hand, I feel safer than I
did inside the truck’s cab. Speaking of which... I lean my head up, and look at Betty. “I put up with
a lot. You know I do. But you almost got me killed here.”I lean my head back, catching my breath.
“It’s just not working out, Betty.”It’s a joke. For myself. Fueled by the elation of not being gored.
But it actually makes me a little sad. I get to my feet, leaning my battered body on the truck’s
hood. I pat the dull red metal. “I don’t mean it. I should have got the door fixed months ago.”But I
didn’t. Because that’s the way I am. I make a mental note to change my lax ways before they get
me killed. Then I grab the twelve pack and head into the cabin.4“Dr. Elliot, wake up.”Dr. Kendra
Elliot had never been a graceful sleeper. She snored. She drooled. And she always, always woke
up grumpy. But today, her fury at being woken was quickly consumed by confusion. She wasn’t
in bed. She was in the lab. And it was a voice that had woken her, not her alarm.General
Gordon’s voice.He stood next to her, a grin on his face.She mistook the smile as mockery and
quickly checked herself over. Some of her hair had come loose, but most of it was still tied back.
She wiped away the crust from her eyes and was happy to find her cheek free of moisture. All in
all, she didn’t seem too out of sorts.So why was Gordon smiling at her so queerly?When she
couldn’t take it anymore, she asked, “What?”He raised an eyebrow at her. His signature
expression. No one really understood how he got the eyebrow so high on his forehead, but
everyone knew what it meant. You missed something obvious, which wasn’t always true.
Sometimes what Gordon considered obvious was a mystery to the rest of the world.She looked
behind her, half expecting to see Endo there, leveling a gun at her forehead, but all she saw was
the curved back wall of the white lab. A row of computer stations and hardware lined the wall of
the round room. Centrifuges, nucleic acid extraction systems, a fluorescent spectrophotometer,
incubators, DNA hybridization ovens, heating and cooling baths, electron and florescent
microscopes and a long freezer—everything required for a multitude of biological sciences. The
long countertop stopped at a line of refrigerators with glass doors. The first five held carefully
labeled samples. The sixth, lunch, though that fridge was nearly empty today.I’m alone, she



remembered.And then she remembered why, and whipped her head around toward the lab’s
centerpiece. She gasped, nearly falling from her chair.“Yes,” Gordon said. “Magnificent.”It wasn’t
the word she would have chosen. Impossible came to mind first, and she was in the impossible
business.The center of the room was an artificial womb. While spherical in appearance, the top
and bottom didn’t complete the eight-foot-diameter sphere. The bottom led to a filtration system
that constantly sterilized the embryonic fluid that filled the womb, running it beneath a powerful
UV light. The top of the sphere, which could only be reached from the floor above the lab, was
the only way to access the inside. A black umbilical hung from the ceiling, coiling and twisting in
the clear fluid, attached to the body that floated at the center of the womb. It served the same
function as a normal umbilical cord, supplying the fetus with the nutrients and raw materials it
needed to grow.“How did you do it?” Gordon asked.Elliot stood slowly and placed her hand
against the glass. The fetus inside the womb was at least fifteen inches from head to toe. She
glanced down to the touch-screen controls and tapped the black screen twice, waking it. The
weight, measured by fluid displacement, showed 3.5 pounds. She shook her
head.Impossible.“Kendra,” Gordon said, his voice insistent. “How?”Her eyes flicked to him, back
to the baby girl she’d created, then back to Gordon. “I attached the DNA you supplied to a
retroviral vector, which wasn’t as hard as it sounds, because we’re making a systemic change
rather than targeting specific organs. The vector was injected into an embryo already in
progress, to speed things along. It’s fast acting and has few side effects, so there was no danger
to the embryo, but the end result was that all of the DNA, in every cell, was altered inside an
hour. I had no idea what the effect would be, but I would have never guessed… Gordon, this—
she—was barely four weeks along.”“And now?”She huffed, unable to believe the words coming
out of her mouth. “Seven months, at least. It might survive if it was born.”“If it doesn’t turn to
sludge, you mean?”She nodded.“How long until we can extract the heart?”“What time is
it?”Gordon looked at his wristwatch. “Five-twenty. A.M.”Her eyes widened and this time she said
it aloud. “Impossible.”“What?”“Gordon, I—”“Stop calling me Gordon.”She barely heard him, but
spoke again, “General. I put the embryo in the womb at four-thirty.” She’d been sleeping for just
over thirty minutes, but she’d never felt more awake. She opened the calculator via the touch
screen and tapped furiously, speaking her equations as she worked them out. “It’s only been
growing for fifty minutes. If we assume that it’s roughly thirty-two weeks along, minus the four
weeks it had grown prior to the DNA insertion, that’s twenty-eight weeks of growth in fifty
minutes. To make it easy, lets round up to one hour.”General Gordon spoke, but she didn’t hear
him.“Twenty eight weeks is seven months. Divide sixty minutes by seven. The fetus is growing a
month every eight point—let’s round to nine minutes. A year’s growth takes one hundred eight
minutes, or one hour and forty-eight minutes.”“Going to round that to two hours?” Gordon
asked.“Actually, yes.” She glanced up and saw the dubious look in his eyes. “This is hardly
science at this point. Best I can offer is a guess, but by the time I figure out exact numbers, the
growth rate might have changed.”He nodded. The answer was acceptable.“Two hours for every
year of growth,” she said. “If we take this out to twenty-one years, just to be sure that the organs



have fully matured...we’ll have a fully grown fetus—a woman—in forty two hours.”Elliot plopped
down in her chair like she’d just finished running a marathon. She smiled wide and looked up at
Gordon feeling true excitement for the first time since she ended her father’s life. “This changes
everything.”“Yes,” Gordon said. “Yes, it does.”Elliot turned back to the fetus. She felt if she
watched closely enough she should be able to see it actually growing.“But,” Gordon said.She
turned back toward him.“Why did you use a female embryo?”She knew the reason for the
question. “Don’t worry, General. Female hearts are generally smaller than male hearts, but I
chose the fetus genetically predisposed to have the strongest heart. It just turned out to be
female.”“Who is she?”“The DNA donor?”He nodded.“A girl, sir. From Mass General Hospital in
Boston. Strange name. Maigo. Japanese, I think.” BioLance had been using DNA gathered from
transplantation waiting lists around the country. The moment they managed to grow a viable
organ, one of those people would get a brand new kidney, liver, heart, lung, whatever. And since
the new organ, made healthy through genetic tinkering, would be grown from the recipient’s own
DNA, there would be no risk of rejection. No drugs required. No side effects. Elliot saw it as a
chance for redemption. She didn’t really regret killing her father, but if there was a God, maybe
He could forgive the act if she managed to save millions of lives. Of course, she might also piss
Him off by keeping Him from claiming people when He wanted to. “Maigo,” she said again,
pronouncing the name my-go. “She was waiting for a liver.”“Was?” he asked.
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T James, “I'm buying the author a drink. I'm not the type of person to judge writting style,
errors ,etc I'm not an English major ..I run a sports bar in a tourist town ..but I love to read and
after a long day at work there is nothing better then siting on the couch with the family while I
read a good book and this book was awesome !! Had action humor , gore ,but not over the top ,
an easy to follow plot ,characters that were explained but not to much ,i dont need the life history
of them and was just flat out fun to read ..I use kindle unlimited so i hope he gets $$ for the
books but to insure he does I'm going to just buy the next ones instead of using the "read for free
" option.  Great job Jeremy , if your ever in my neck of the woods dinner and drinks are one me”

The Carl, “An excellent Kaiju tale. Another great work delivered to us by Mr. Robinson. Nemesis
is a fantastic addition to Kaiju media. As a fan of Toho's host of monsters, Gamera and King
Kong, to me it seems that Mr. Robinson has done an incredible service to fans of the
genre.Another lovable cast of characters? Check.Giant Unstoppable Kaiju that leaves a path of
destruction in her wake? Check.Really evil/crazy bad guys? Check.Political/Bureaucratic
bumbling that make the Kaiju situation worse? Check.Another aspect of this novel, that I really
enjoyed, was that Mr. Robinson allows us momentary peaks into the Kaiju's mind, allowing us to
feel what she feels, and the other forces that drive her to be... well... monstrous.Fans of Kaiju
should read this, as this is the U.S.'s first actually legitimate analogue to Godzilla that is not a
cheap knock-off of Godzilla.”

Joshua, “A Monster of a Good Book. Okay if this book doesn't get the Godzilla/ Pacific Rim
Summer Blockbuster Michael Bay explosion/ destruction fest in my life time then I'm going to
explode.This book is excellent, and the fact that to my knowledge no one's bought the rights to
make a movie adaptation is is baffling, this would be so refreshing. if I see another Twilight/
Hunger Games/Divergent/ Maze Runner Y.A P.O.S I might torch a Barnes and Nobles or two (I
AM KIDDING ON THAT PLEASE DON'T CALL THE POLICE! )This book is paced beautifully,
the main character is hysterical at times and there were parts where he actually got me laughing.
The character's are interesting and our monster the NEMESIS is a treat and I like how she's
actually causing property damage for a large portion of the book instead of just coming at the
end and then making me fork over cash for part two (I've already read part two and it's even
better), I actually couldn't put this book down at times, and that's pretty rare for me honestly
because even good books I will eventually put down and come back to in a week. Must buy
especially if you love Godzilla or Pacific Rim.”

BS, “It pays off. I bought this because basically, it ticked a heap of boxes for me and I wanted
some light reading for my holiday.I was highly rewarded. I smiled for the entire time I read this
book and it paid off dutifully at the end. For all the moaning reviews about this book, just ignore
them and read it and have fun. The was actually recommended by the developers of the video



game Stellaris too, so props to them for sharing some great fiction I might not have otherwise
heard about. The book moves at a hefty pace and all the correct characters are lovable when
they should be lovable and detestable when the should be detestable.Much like the giant robot
genre, the Kaiju fan is sorely under served when it comes to quality fiction, but this is right there
at the top.If any of you doubt my recommendation, take on board this: I am now going to buy the
next four books in the series.”

karen simich, “A thrilling story that I couldnt put down until I'd read the last page.. A thrilling story
that I couldnt put down until I'd read the last page.”

Shannon Briggs, “OMG!!!!. Just a classic monster story! I throughly enjoyed it.Read in a day with
an extremely late night!”

The book by Jeremy Robinson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 766 people have provided feedback.
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